On the behavior of instantaneous frequency estimators implemented on Doppler flow imagers.
Analytical and experimental results have been used to examine the behavior of the "autocorrelator" or instantaneous frequency detector (IFD) applied to color-coded Doppler flow mapping. Two effects were studied. The first was the influence of noise, as modified by a stationary echo canceler, on the Doppler frequency detector. Our theoretical considerations predict that uncorrelated input noise signals become partially correlated after cancellation, and bias the response to flow signals. This effect was confirmed by experiment. The canceler introduces a constant negative bias into the denominator of the algorithm implemented by the estimator, thus changing the indicated frequency. The second phenomenon, examined through processing computer simulated Doppler signals added to real noise, is related to the possible ambiguity, called aliasing, of measurements of the mean frequency for wide-band Doppler spectra. We show that aliasing cannot be observed with these spectra unless the signal is first processed by a canceler. Thus, regions of apparent reversed flow direction on two-dimensional flow images of turbulence must usually be due to real reversal of the flow direction.